although symbolic patterns like alphabets have their categories fixed a priori. Therefore, the problem of pattern recognition of general shapes cannot be dealt with in a general way.
The authors discuss this problem from the following points of view; the purpose in his mind. 2) The primary measure in the recognition
In this paper, the authors propose a new method for selecting feature properties in the recognition of the general shapes. The method is based on the human impression of similarity: 1) Enumerate as many feature properties as possible, after determining the searching shapes. 2) For every searching shape, generate the so-called random shapes having the same properties by using the Pattern Reproduction Method. 3) Select such limited number of properties among the candidate properties that can sufficiently generate shapes similar to the searching shapes. Verification for this method has been carried out on a digital computer, dealing with Jordan curves as sampled patterns to discuss 23 kinds of psychological properties of the shape. As a result, four properties out of the 23 are selected to be significant for the recognition of both convex and concave shapes. 
Some random shapes used in pre-experiment Every subject was requested to classify them into groups by his own feeling of similarity 
